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Elise Mason critiques planned obsolescence as a form of slow violence. She argues for an ethic of
care, rooted in Black feminist thinking and writing, to transform waste and our relationship to it.
<quote>“We are all entangled. And the fact that entanglement is a slow death doesn’t make it
any better; it in fact makes it more gruesome. And I mourn the parts of you that lost feeling
today” (Gumbs 2020, pp. 103–104).</quote>

I have spent my adult life amid the oldest cities of colonized North America—Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Providence, Washington, DC—and these places have shaped my identity and
comforted my nomadic soul. But, with each move from city to city, I was confronted with the stuff I
had collected that I could not carry to my next home. These were things my loved ones and I had
coveted, labored for, and spent our well-deserved income on. Only to end up in a bin, dumped into a
big green truck, taken to some unseen place. To sit, and wait, and be buried by time and more stuff.
I am unsettled by my entanglement with consumption, but what unsettles me most is the
invisibility of our collective entanglement, across US cities and globally. I write as a biologist, a
student of environmental policy and management, a Black woman from the Northeast United
States, raised in a city along the fertile banks of the Connecticut River, on the stolen traditional
homelands of the Indigenous Algonkian people known as “Agawam.” From this perspective, I
confront planned obsolescence—the economic strategy of designing consumer goods with limited
useful lives to encourage frequent replacement (Rivera and Lallmahomed 2016, p. 119)—as a form
of slow violence (Nixon 2013) against “the consumer” across urban landscapes. Planned
obsolescence threatens urban presents and futures by maintaining a power structure that profits
from the extraction of our land, labor, and humanity. I argue for a societal transformation that
reconstructs individual and collective behaviors and ways of knowing waste enabled by Black
feminist care ethics and practices (Puig de la Bellacasa 2011).
What is planned obsolescence?
The practice of planned obsolescence1 has matured over decades into a central feature of modern
manufacturing. American real-estate broker Bernard London published the pamphlet Ending the
Great Depression through Planned Obsolescence2 in 1932, introducing the strategy and framing it
as a brightly lit path out of dark economic times. By that time, one in four Americans were
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unemployed,3 while production had outpaced buying power, and folks were opting to (or were
required to) make do with what they had rather than purchasing newly manufactured products. To
stimulate replacement buying and the predictable purchasing patterns consumer capitalism4 requires
to thrive, London proposed “the Government assign a lease of life to shoes and homes and
machines, to all products of manufacture… After the allotted time had expired, these things would
be legally ‘dead’ and would be controlled by the duly appointed governmental agency and
destroyed if there is widespread unemployment” (London 1932, p. 3).
The fundamental flaw in London’s plan was the blindness to the environmental and social
consequences of producing “in unlimited quantities” (1932, p. 1). London’s waste management plan
for “obsolete” commodities? “To be thrown into a junk pile” (p. 6). And this is exactly what we do.
American consumers dispose of 416,000 cell phones per day,5 and that e-waste is shipped to
sacrifice zones in cities and rural communities in the Global South (Davis and Garb 2015). Planned
obsolescence ensures that consumer goods are essentially waste before they hit the shelves; but
these “terms of existence” are actively hidden from consumers. Waste management campaigns
instruct individuals to “reduce, reuse, recycle,” while economic policy continues to incentivize
production. These practices remove the scale and violence of consumption from local perception,
but they do not eliminate waste already produced nor unburden city-dwelling bodies from the
plague of pollution. In just under a century, planned obsolescence has inundated the globe with
constant waves of waste to which most urban American communities are effectively blind.
Planned obsolescence is slow violence
Rob Nixon defines slow violence as “a violence that occurs gradually and out of sight, a violence
of delayed destruction that is dispersed across time and space, an attritional violence that is typically
not viewed as violence at all” (2013, p. 2). Planned obsolescence meets this definition uncannily. Its
violence, perpetrated against the consumer on which it depends, is as mundane as it is ubiquitous.
Gradual and out of sight
A critical analysis of the management of wasted stuff within urban American environments
reveals a unique network of colonial, Western, Christian, and capitalist ideologies of ownership,
production, individualism, and growth. These ideologies permeate everyday interactions with the
land and each other, reinforcing a powerful political infrastructure that has constructed “invented
(national) traditions” (Kallis et al. 2018, p. 294) of buying and wasting (think Black
Friday/Christmas shopping, back-to-school shopping, Labor Day sales, tax-free holidays, etc.).
Urban pollution in US cities is enabled by a weak waste-recycling regime that deploys
technologies such as curbside trash collection, landfills, and waste incinerators, solving the aesthetic
problems of waste by making it invisible (Pollans 2017, p. 3). In the making of “junk,” aka
consumer goods, waste producers assume unbarred access to land, both to extract materials for
production and to dispose. Assumed access to Indigenous “land” is a fundamental characteristic of
settler colonialism (Liboiron 2021)—one that muddies the waters, so you don’t see the settler
stealing land and selling it back to everyone as waste. 6 The invisibility of slow violence is a major
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obstacle to our collective ability to mobilize against the environmental injustice of consumption.
However, Thom Davies reminds us that this is not invisible to everyone equally, but is tangible to
“communities who inhabit toxic spaces” (2022).
Delayed across time and space
Western religious teachings insinuate that the Earth exists primarily to serve human needs, which
creates a rationale for the constant extraction required to satisfy planned obsolescence. Additionally,
moral messages emphasizing our individual responsibility for urban pollution grew out of the
mainstream US environmental movement of the 1970s (Dunaway 2015). Consumption’s impacts
became recognizable, the cause less so. This intentional emphasis on individual consumers
minimizes the obligation of waste producers to engage morally with the land and its inhabitants
while perpetuating pollution at unfathomable temporal and spatial scales (Nixon 2013).
Planned obsolescence’s legacy of waste radiates through cities across not only the nation, but the
globe. Most waste that already exists cannot be eliminated, only relocated. Due to the current wastemanagement regime, there is a vast difference in the time spent in proximity to waste and the
amount of time solid waste material may persist through geological time (Gray-Cosgrove, Liboiron
and Lepawsky 2015, p. 2). The scale of waste production is “at once too vast and too mundane”
(Jones 2019, p. 81) to be solved solely through individual actions, or even to be communicated with
dominant contemporary environmental rhetoric targeted at the individual consumer.
Not viewed as violence at all
The invisibility of the slow violence of planned obsolescence is a major obstacle to our collective
ability to address the scale of the problem. However, Thom Davies reminds us that the slow
violence of pollution is not invisible to everyone; it is tangible to the “communities who inhabit
toxic spaces” (2022). But planned obsolescence’s strategy maintains demand for production by
“instilling in the buyer the desire to own something a little newer, a little better, a little sooner than
is necessary,” actively separating the consuming from its consequences, both temporally and
spatially. This conditioning of the “willing” consumer who is individually responsible for disposing
of the remnants of our consumption—that’s planned obsolescence’s violence, too. The profound
desire for novelty and “improved performance” is constructed by the current capitalist economic
growth paradigm and we are the willing participants, validated as cooperative members of society.
This manipulated sense of obligation to consumerism is socialized in cities through audio and visual
cues and media messaging, such as the Keep America Beautiful campaigns (Dunaway 2015). The
reality is that you and I as “consumers” are not equipped with the resources to keep ourselves
protected from the threat and harm of planned obsolescence to our individual and collective health
and safety, so we buy into it, literally.
Transforming waste through an ethic of perpetual care
Considering how planned obsolescence has influenced our collective ways of knowing and
perceiving waste, “slow scholarship”7 and slow witnessing are vital to making its toxicity sensible
in urban space (Davies 2022, p. 11–12). Planned obsolescence gradually and constantly extracts
from our individual capacities to practice care—toward things, each other, and our environment. As
we consume, we have a responsibility to be vigilant to notions of waste and obsolescence and
challenge disposability wherever possible, maintaining a commitment to neglected things. I look to
spaces we all occupy “as settlers, unwelcomed, or welcomed guests on colonized lands” (ibid., p. 3).
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Black feminist theory and care ethics for strategies to foster transformed relationships with waste
and urban space.
“[We] must take care of things in order to remain responsible for their becomings” (Puig de la
Bellacasa 2011, p. 90). Caring involves actions of doing and intervening to build knowledge of and
responsibility to “assembled things” as land transformed. It is the land that sustains us, not
consumerism. Waste and consumption can and must be re-evaluated through a lens of care, from
seeing connections between waste and planned obsolescence, to feeling and sensing a deeper
responsibility for assembled things at ever-increasing scales. Care is necessary. Care work and care
economies are the actions and networks by which life is sustained, and the reality is that “racialised
difference affects care practices and therefore care ethics” (Raghuram 2018, p. 1). Black feminist
thinking and writing demonstrates ways of conceptualizing and practicing care as action. Breya
Johnson calls on us to use Black feminist writings to find ways to reorder the self and to move
beyond selfhood. I echo her call here in re-evaluating our roles and power as a collective of more
than just consumers. We can interrupt cycles of planned obsolescence with strong, collective
political power that reorders our relationships with land, “junk,” and each other.
Build knowledge through witness. Care enough to observe.
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